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We introduce a new space, Q space, of analytic functions on the unit disk inT
terms of a nondecreasing function T. The relation between Q and Q spaces,T p
which have attracted considerable attention, is given by studying the growth order
of T. The counterpart Q of Q for the meromorphic case is also considered andT T
investigated. We note that some characterizations of Q and Q are different.T T
ŽMoreover, our results answer a question raised by P. Wu 1998, Complex Variables
.35, 157170 in the negative.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
a zŽ . Let  z  be the Mobius transformation of the unit disk  z¨a 1 az
  4 Ž .   Ž .  4 : z  1 , a . For 0 r 1, let  a, r  z :  z  r bea
Ž .the pseudohyperbolic disk with center a and radius r, and let g z, a 
1 az log be the Green’s function on  with logarithmic singularity ata z
a .
For 0 p , the space Q consists of all functions f analytic in  forp
which
p2 sup f  z g z , a dA z  , 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH
a
Ž .where dA z is the Euclidean area element on .
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 Q -spaces were introduced and investigated in 1, 3 . It is easy to seep
that Q  BMOA, the space of all analytic functions on bounded mean1
Ž  .   Ž .oscillation cf. 4, 6 . By 1 we know that, for each p 1, , the space
Q is the Bloch space B, which is defined asp
    2  B f : f analytic in  , and f  sup 1 z f  z   .Ž .Ž .B½ 5
z
 Some new characterizations of Q -spaces can be found in 5 .p
To introduce a new space Q , let us first give some notations.T
 .  .Let T : 0,  0, be a nondecreasing function. The logarithmic
Ž . Ž .order log-order of the function T r is defined as
loglogT rŽ .
 lim ,r log r
  4 Ž .where log xmax log x, 0 . If 0  , the logarithmic type log-type
Ž .of the function T r is defined as
logT rŽ .
 lim .r r
Notice that if f is an entire function, then the growth order of f is just
Ž .the log-order of M r , the maximum modulus function of f.
 .  .DEFINITION 1. Let T : 0,  0, be a nondecreasing function. A
function f analytic in  is said to belong to the space Q ifT
  2sup f  z T g z , a dA z  . 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH
a
Ž . pNotice that if we take T r  r for 0 p , then Q Q . For aT p
general nonnegative and nondecreasing function T , we are interested in
investigating the characterizations of Q and seeking the relationshipsT
between Q and Q by studying the growth order of T. The correspondingT p
classes to Q for meromorphic and harmonic cases, Q and Q , are alsoT T T h
considered.
2. ANALYTIC SPACES QT
We first give two basic properties of Q .T
 .  .PROPOSITION 1. For each nondecreasing function T : 0,  0, , the
space Q is a subset of the Bloch space B.T
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Proof. Suppose that fQ , and letT
  2sup f  z T g z , a dA z  K .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH
a
Ž .By the change of variable w  z and the fact that T is nondecreasing,a
for all r, 0 r 1, we have
  2K	 f  z T g z , a dA zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH

12 	 f  z T log dA zŽ . Ž .HH ž /  zŽ .Ž . a , r a
1 2 	 T log f  z dA zŽ . Ž .HHž /r Ž . a , r
1 2  T log f  w dA wŽ . Ž . Ž .HH až /r  w r
1 22  	  r T log f  0Ž . Ž .až /r
1 22 22      r T log f  a 1 a . 2.1Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /r
Ž .Fix an r  0, 1 . Then0
K2   sup 1 a f  a 
 .Ž .Ž . 2( r T log 1rŽ .Ž .a 0 0
Thus f is a Bloch function in . Hence, Q B.T
PROPOSITION 2. If the log-order  and the log-type  of a nondecreasing
Ž .function T r satisfy one of the following conditions,
Ž .i  1,
Ž .ii  1 and  2,
then the space Q is triial; that is, Q contains only constant functions.T T
Proof. By Proposition 1, it suffices to show that each non-constant
Bloch function f cannot belong to the space Q . In fact, if either theT
Ž . Ž .log-order  of T r is greater than 1, or the log-order  of T r equals 1
Ž .and the log-type  of T r is greater than 2, then there exists a sequence
 4r with r   as n  such thatn n
loglogT rŽ .n
lim   1 2.2Ž .
log rn n
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or
logT rŽ .n
lim   2. 2.3Ž .
rn n
Ž . Ž .In the case 2.2 or 2.3 , we obtain
T rŽ .n
lim  .2 rnen
Taking t  er n, n 1, 2, . . . , thenn
1
2lim t T log  . 2.4Ž .n ž /tn n
Let f be a non-constant Bloch function. Then
    2  f  sup 1 z f  z : z   0.Ž . 4Ž .B
Ž . Ž .However, by 2.1 and 2.4 we have
12 2 2   sup f  z T g z , a dA z 	  f t T log  , n .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH B n ž /ta n
Hence, fQ .T
The propositions above tell us that we need only consider the cases
0
 
 1 and 0
 
 2 for a nondecreasing function.
 .  .THEOREM 1. Let T : 0,  0, be a nondecreasing function satisfying
both of the following:
Condition A. There exists a constant p 0 such that
T rŽ .
lim  c 0.prr0




Ž .ii  1 and  2.




lim  c 0prr0
Ž . Ž .for some p 0, . Then there exists a fixed r  0, 1 such that1
c T rŽ .

 
 c 1, 0 r r . 2.5Ž .1p2 r
Ž .We may choose r  0, 1 such that0
1
z    a, r  g z , a  log  r . 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1  zŽ .a
Now we first suppose that fQ withT
  2sup f  z T g z , a dA z  KŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH
a
and write
p2 f  z g z , a dA zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH

p2   f  z g z , a dA zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH HH
Ž . Ž . a , r  a , r0 0
 I  I . 2.7Ž .1 2
Since Q B from Proposition 1, we haveT
p2 I  f  z g z , a dA zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH1
Ž . a , r0
p
122 2   
 f 1 z log dA z .Ž .Ž .BHH ž /  zŽ .Ž . a , r a0
A simple computation shows that
p
122 2   I 
 f 1 z log dA zŽ .Ž .BHH1 ž /  zŽ .Ž . a , r a0
p
r 10 22 2  2 f t 1 t log dtŽ .BH ž /t0
  2 2 f I r , p , 2.8Ž . Ž .B 0
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Ž . Ž where the integral I r , p   for 0 r  1 and 0 p  see 9,0 0
. Ž . Ž .Lemma . On the other hand, by 2.5 and 2.6 ,
p2 I  f  z g z , a dA zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH2
Ž . a , r0
2 2 
 f  z T g z , a dA zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .HHž /c Ž . a , r0
2 2 K2 
 f  z T g z , a dA z 
 . 2.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .HHž /c c
Ž . Ž . Ž .Consequently, by 2.7 , 2.8 , and 2.9 ,
p2   4sup f  z g z , a dA z  sup I  I  .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH 1 2
a a
Thus fQ . Hence Q Q .p T p
Conversely, to prove Q Q , let fQ and letp T p
p2 sup f  z g z , a dA z  K .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH
a
Ž . Ž .It follows from 2.5 and 2.6 that
12 J  f  z T log dA zŽ . Ž .HH2 ž /  zŽ .Ž . a , r a0
p
12 
 c 1 f  z log dA zŽ . Ž . Ž .HH ž /  zŽ .Ž . a , r a0
p
12 
 c 1 sup f  z log dA zŽ . Ž . Ž .HH ž /  zŽ .a a
 c 1 K . 2.10Ž . Ž .
Ž .Since fQ , f must be a Bloch function in . Similar to 2.8 we havep
12 J  f  z T log dA zŽ . Ž .HH1 ž /  zŽ .Ž . a , r a0
122 2   
 f 1 z T log dA zŽ .Ž .BHH ž /  zŽ .Ž . a , r a0
r 10 22 2  2 f r 1 r T log drŽ .BH ž /r0
r2 102 
 f T log r dr . 2.11Ž .BH2 ž /r01 rŽ .0
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1r0 Ž . Ž .Now we show that the integral H T log r dr in 2.11 is convergent.0 r
1Setting t log , we haver
r 1 T tŽ .0
J T  T log r dr dt .Ž . H H 2 tž /r e0 t0
Ž . Ž .If T t satisfies condition i , then for given 	 0 with  	 1, there
exists t  t such that1 0
T t  et
	
 et , t	 t .Ž . 1
Therefore,
T t T tŽ . Ž .t1J T  dt dtŽ . H H2 t 2 te et t0 1
T t 1Ž .t1
 dt dt .H H2 t te et t0 1
Ž . Ž .If T t satisfies condition ii , then for given 	 0 with  2	 2, there
exists t  t such that2 0
T t  eŽ	 . t eŽ2	 . t , t	 t .Ž . 2
Thus
T t T tŽ . Ž .t2J T  dt dtŽ . H H2 t 2 te et t0 2
 Ž2	 . tT t eŽ .t2
 dt dtH H2 t 2 te et t0 2
T tŽ .t2 	 t dt e dt .H H2 tet t0 2
Ž . Ž .Therefore, by 2.10 and 2.11 ,
  2  4sup f  z T g z , a dA z  sup J  J  ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH 1 2
a a
which shows that fQ . The proof is now complete.T
By the proof of Theorem 1 we have
 .  .COROLLARY 1. Let T : 0,  0, be a nondecreasing function. If
Ž .T r satisfies Condition A in Theorem 1 for some p, 0 p , then
Q Q .T p
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Remark 1. In the case p 1, we know that Q B and we havep
Ž .always that Q Q cf. Proposition 1 . In this case, Theorem 1 is validT p
also for c 0 in Condition A. In the case 0 p
 1, we must assume that
Ž  .c 0 since Q is now a strict subset of B cf. 3 .p
 .  .COROLLARY 2. Let T : 0,  0, be a bounded and nondecreasing
function. If
T rŽ .
lim  c prr0
holds for some p 1, then Q B.T
For the critical cases  1 and  2, the following examples show that
it is possible that Q Q or Q Q .T p T p
EXAMPLE 1. For 0 p , we consider a nondecreasing function
e2 r p , 0
 r
 1,T r Ž . ½ 2 rre , 1 r .
Ž .It is easy to check that T r satisfies Condition A in Theorem 1,  1,
Ž .and  2. However, by 2.1 , we have
1 22 2 2     f  z T g z , a dA z 	  log f  a 1 aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .HH ž /r
for 0 r r . Thus Q contains constant functions only. Hence, Q Q .0 T T p
EXAMPLE 2. For 0 p , we choose a function
 2 pe r , 0
 r
 1,
2 r eT r Ž .
, 1 r . 2r
Ž .It is easy to see that T r is an increasing function satisfying Condition A
in Theorem 1,  1, and  2. Our goal is to show that Q Q . ByT p
Corollary 1, we need only prove that Q Q . Sincep T
r r1 dr0 0
T log r drH H 2ž /r0 0 r log 1rŽ .Ž .
is convergent for some r , 0 r  1, by reviewing the proof of Theorem0 0
1, Q Q .p T
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3. MEROMORPHIC CLASSES QT
 Ž . For a meromorphic function f , a natural analogue of f  z is the
Ž .  Ž .  Ž  Ž .  2 .spherical derivative f z  f  z 1 f z . In the corresponding
Ž . way to the analytic case 1.2 , we define the meromorphic classes Q asT
follows.
 .  .DEFINITION 2. Let T : 0,  0, be a nondecreasing function. A
function f meromorphic in  is said to belong to the class Q ifT
2sup f z T g z , a dA z  . 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .HH
a
Ž . pSimilar to the analytic case, if we take T r  r for 0 p , then
    Q Q , the corresponding meromorphic Q . By 1 , Q N for all p,T p p p
1 p , where N is the class of normal functions in . We recall that a
function f meromorphic in  is called normal if and only if
  2 sup 1 z f z  .Ž .Ž .
z
In the special case p 1, the class Q coincides with the class UBC of1
Ž  .meromorphic functions of uniformly bounded characteristic in  see 11 .
To obtain the corresponding results to the propositions in Section 2, we
consider spherical Bloch functions, which were introduced by the first-
Ž  .named author of this paper see 10 .
A function f meromorphic in  is said to be a spherical Bloch function,
denoted by fB, if there exists an r, 0 r 1, such that
2sup f z dA z  .Ž . Ž .Ž .HH
Ž . a , ra
  The inclusion NB was shown in 10 .
 .  .PROPOSITION 3. For each nondecreasing function T : 0,  0, , the
class Q is a subset of the spherical Bloch class B.T
Proposition 3 can be proved by making the obvious modifications to the
proof of Proposition 1. But we suggest a different method of proof. We
 .define T to be the characteristic function of the interval R, , where0
Ž .  R 0 is given. Choosing R log 1r , we see that Q B . SinceT0
Ž .   T 
 TT R , we have that Q Q B .0 T T0
Remark 2. We do not know whether the class Q contains onlyT
constant functions for the nondecreasing function T in Proposition 2.
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Ž .THEOREM 2. Let T r satisfy Conditions A and B in Theorem 1, and let
Ž .  T r   as r . Then Q Q .T p
 Ž . Proof. It is known that Q N for all p 0, and that Q N forp p
Ž  .  p 1 cf. 1 . The proof of the inclusion Q Q is similar to the proofp T
that Q Q in Theorem 1. If we can prove that QN, we can use thep T T
Ž .basic argument used in the proof of Theorem 1, with f z used in place
 Ž .    of f  z , to show that Q Q . In fact, let fQ withT p T
2sup f z T g z , a dA z  K .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .HH
a
Ž . Ž .Since T r   as r , there exists r  1 such that KT r   for
Ž .r r . So we may choose a fixed r , 0 r  1, such that log 1r  r .0 0 0
By the fact that T is nondecreasing, we obtain
2f z dA zŽ . Ž .Ž .HH
Ž . a , r0
1 12 f z T log dA zŽ . Ž .Ž .HH ž /T log 1r rŽ . Ž .Ž .  a , r0 00
1 12
 f z T log dA zŽ . Ž .Ž .HH ž / T log 1r  zŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .  a , r0 a0
1 2
 f z T g z , a dA zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .HHT log 1rŽ .Ž . 0
K

   .
T log 1rŽ .Ž .0
Therefore,
2sup f z dA z   .Ž . Ž .Ž .HH
Ž . a , ra 0
 By Lemma 3.2 in 11 , f is a normal function. Hence, the proof is finished.
Remark 3. Since QNQ for p 1, Theorem 2 is also true if weT p
have c 0 in Condition A when p 1. In the case 0 p
 1, we must
assume that c 0.
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Remark 4. Let us assume that T is bounded. It is still true that
QQ for function T satisfying Condition A in Theorem 1. However,p T
the inclusion QQ will no longer be true. If the last inclusion holds,T p
we would have QN which contradicts Theorem 3 below. We note thatT
Theorem 3 answers a question raised by the second-named author of the
 present paper; see 7, p. 169 .
 .  .THEOREM 3. Let T : 0,  0, be a bounded and nondecreasing
function. If
T rŽ .
lim  c prr0
holds for some p 0, then there exists a non-normal function f Q.0 T
Notice that the limit c in Theorem 3 may be vanishing, and the function
f does not belong to any class Q for 0 p , since classes Q are0 p p
contained in N for all p, 0 p . Before embarking into the proof of
 Theorem 3, let us state the following result, due to Aulaskari, et al. 2 .
THEOREM AWZ. There is a non-normal function f such that, for all p,0
0 p ,
p2 2  sup f z 1  z dA z  .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .HH 0 a
a
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose that
T rŽ .
lim  c prr0
Ž . Ž .holds for some p 0, . Then there exists a fixed r  0, 1 such that1
Ž . p Ž .T r r 
 c 1 for 0 r r . We may take r  0, 1 such that both1 0
1
g z , a  log  rŽ . 1  zŽ .a
and
1 2 log 
 c 1  z 3.2Ž . Ž .Ž .a  zŽ .a
Ž .hold for constant c 0 whenever z    a, r . By Theorem AWZ0
there exists a non-normal function f such that0
p2 2  K sup f z 1  z dA z  .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .HH 0 a
a
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Ž .For a  and r above, by 3.2 , we have0
2L  f z T g z , a dA zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .HH2 0
Ž . a , r0
p
12
 c 1 f z log dA zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH 0 ž /  zŽ .Ž . a , r a0
p2p 2  
 c 1 c f z 1  z dA zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .HH 0 a
Ž . a , r0
p2p 2  
 c 1 c sup f z 1  z dA zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .HH 0 a
a
p c 1 c K . 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .
On the other hand, since T is bounded, there exists a constant C such that
Ž .T r 
 C for all r, 0
 r . Thus
2L  f z T g z , a dA zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .HH1 0
Ž . a , r0
C p2 2  
 f z 1  z dA zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .HHp 0 a2 Ž . a , r1 rŽ . 00
C p2 2  
 f z 1  z dA zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .HHp 0 a2 1 rŽ .0
CK

 . 3.4Ž .p21 rŽ .0
Ž . Ž .Therefore, by 3.3 and 3.4 ,
2  4sup f z T g z , a dA z  sup L  L  .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .HH 1 2
a a
Thus f Q . The proof of Theorem 3 is now complete.0 T
The following result shows that Q may just be equal to B for someT
Ž .special nondecreasing functions T r .
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 .  .THEOREM 4. Let T : 0,  0, be a bounded and nondecreasing
function. If
T rŽ .
lim  c prr0
holds for some p 1, then QB.T
Proof. Using a similar way as in the proof of Theorem 3 and 10,
Theorem 2.2.4 , we can easily complete the proof. We omit the details.
Finally, we consider the harmonic counterpart of Q .T
 .  .DEFINITION 3. Let T: 0,  0, be a nondecreasing function. A
function u real-valued harmonic in  is said to belong to the space Q ifT h
  2sup 
u z T g z , a dA z  ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH
a
2 2Ž . Ž .  Ž . where 
u z  u , u is the gradient of u and 
u z  u  u .'x y x y
Ž . pNote that if we take T r  r for 1 p , then Q is a harmonicT h
Ž  .Bloch space B see 8 , whereh
  2  B  u : u harmonic in  , and sup 1 z 
u z   .Ž .Ž .h ½ 5
z
It is easy to see that some corresponding results to Propositions 1, 2, and
Theorem 1 are also true for Q and the proofs are similar to their proofs.T h
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